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of man's disrespect for his w~rl?.
Thor Hyerdahl, alone on Ra II m
mid-Atlantic found solid chunks of
tar from oil slicks floating in the
ocean. Photos taken in parts of the
ocean too deep to explore in the past
show sea spiders, sea cucumbers and
beer cans.
The tragic aspect of the crisis of
our waters is the uncaring attitude
toward pollution, and a lack of
understanding of the magnitude of
the pollution. No one knew how
badly man's waste had affected the
oceans until we found out the tuna
fish sandwiches we might have had
for lunch yesterday contained a
Much public ire has been raised dangerous amount of mercury. The
over the past two weeks about the federal government seized 80,000
high amount of mercury found in pounds of tuna last week so the
fish both canned and freshly mercury-laden fish would ne:rer
caught. Mercury poisoning, as reach American mouths. The f1sh
demonstrated by recent government had been caught off the shores of
tests, is found not only in fresh California close to a sewer outlet.
water fish but ocean fish.
But the logical thing to do in
Our oceans and seas used to be the conjunction with seizing the polluted
last bastions untouched by man. fish is to clean up the sewage outlet
Now they are polluted, and we and clean up the ocean. One could
cannot travel without finding traces go on forever seizing tuna and

editorial

Beer Cans
and the
Oceans

letters:

making the outward gesture of
protecting the consumer, bu~ that
still doesn't get to the root of the
problem.
Not getting to the source of the
problem has hindered the
effectiveness of pollution laws. They
prevent further pollution, but do not
take steps to clean what pollution
hath wrought. Blame for the
environmental crisis cannot be put
on the consumer, big business or the
gpvernment. The consumer has been
too apathetic about pollution to be a
catalyst behind control. Big business
has neither the money nor the
impetus to change. The government
has not had the backing of the
people or business to make pollution
control work.
A three-fold effort is now needed
which will involve the public, the
government and business. The
possibility of that happening at this
time, however, is slight, because
neither of the three groups has
shown the initiative to make vision a
reality.
Sarah Laidlaw

Indians Proud
To the Editor:
(The following is in response to an
opinion article written by Lobo
staffer Deanne Stillman.)
Ms. Frances R. Kenney, a graduate
student at UNM sent me a copy of
'May I Offer A Constructive Word of Criticism .. ?'
your editorial in the Dec. 9, 1970
Lobo. I would like to compliment
you on a well written article.
We are proud of our religion and
do not object to others sharing the
outward beauty and wonders of it.
Therefore, we welcome outsiders to
observe our Shalako celebration.
Unfortunately, there are always
some who are as you describe. We
try not to react in order to show, by
example, how we think people
should live together. Our way of life
is basically a peaceful one and the
overall philosophy is similar to the
Golden Rule.
We do not believe in trying to
force others to live our way, it suits
us. Many try to imitate Indians in
the outward signs by wearing articles
of clothing or acting in an unusual
manner that they think is an Indian
way. These are only surface
interpretations of our ways.
Only an Indian knows Indian
ways. To live as we have, for the
most part in poverty, hearing unkind
remarks or noticing unkind actions,
is our lot. On the other hand, we are
happy, live simply and have great
plans for the future. We do not hold
a grudge against white men for past
J, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,
"injustice" or discourteous actions.
We do' not feel that anyone "owes"
By DAN JOY
tested and found wanting.
perhaps after all the Communists
us for this. We are proud and intend
Much of that which is done in this
But not withstanding all the aren't such bad guys. We have
to proudly and independently world is done because things appear
hoopla, one must contend with the seemingly forgotten the millions who
accomplish things that will improve to be this or that. Regardless of the
fact that Simas, when all was said have risked their all to escape and
our lot in life.
truth factor it behooves one wishing and done, wound up in the hands of the untold numbers who would like
I appreciate the concern you have to be prudent to evaluate how his the Soviets. This represents a real
to. In the face of the Berlin Wall,
expressed in your editorial.
actions will be construed. To be sure problem to Americans and their which stands as a monument to the
Robert E. Lewis there are some today who are too government in terms of what people
Governor, Pueblo of Zuni interested in image, or are concerned of the world think and hence oppressiveness of Communist
regimes and the uncivilized
with it for the wrong reason. None- ultimately do.
brutalities inflicted upon POW's in
the - less, when people or nations
Southeast Asia, Americans must
Image is in the last analysis
undertake a policy or put into action created by prior actions, although
continually remind themselves that
some plan, they must take into one ought not to underestimate the
their freedom and the civility in
account what image will be created. power of propaganda, which may or
which they live is not shared by
The recent transpiring of events may not be true. That the United
those Communist nations. Americans
which culminated with the forcible States should have allowed the
must remind themselves that the
return of the Lithuanian sailor, return of Simas to the brutal arms of
millions living in this oppression look
Simas, involves this problem of the Communists is about as loud a
to our actions, and when we show
The Lobo welcomes letters to
image.
Just
as
the
North
Koreans
them a "Simas affair" we are to
message as we could possibly send to
the editor. All letters must be no
would calculate that the illegal the millions of would-be refugees
longer than 250 words,
some extent stripping them of the
seizure of the American naval vessel who presently live in Eastern Europe
typewritten and double spaced.
hope that they hold for an eventual
Pueblo v;ould not irtvolve any direct ~ and the old Russian republics under
Sender's name, address and
escape to the West.
telephone number must be
reciprocal action on the part of the Communist domination. If this
Out of this whole incident
included with the letter or it will
Americans (and the Korean nation is to perserve or perhaps more
hopefully come an understanding,
not be considered for
Communists calculated correctly) actually re-establish its credentials as
especially by those of us who are in
publication. Names will not be
the
return
of
Simas
to
the'
a I and which welcomes the
that famous category of "under 30."
withheld upon request. If a letter
Communists now creates a rather politically oppressed we must do
is f.tom a group, please include a
In our actions and our politics we
vivid impression that the United something of such a nature that
name, telephone number and
must appreciate the despondency of
States is today less open to refugees those around the world who look to
address of a group member. The
the Lithuanians, the Latvians, the
letter will carry that name, plus
from Communist nations than it was this nations' existence as hope will
Estonians,
the Poles, the Czeks, the
the name of the group.
yesterday.
not be forced to conclude that our
Slavs - the list is almost endless - in
The Lobo will publish letters
President
Nixon,
the
House
care
and
respect
for
their
plight
is
of
bringing a course of action. Our
as space arid the number of
Foreign
Affairs
Committee
and
a
letters received allows.
diminishing importance.
decision to return Simas was more
broad section of the American media
The Lobo also welcomes
than a decision to kill Simas, as he
That Simas should be returned
have responded to the incident with
Bernas. Bernas are unsolicited,
surely has been, but was a decision
signed guest editorials which do
some measure of real concern. The under the orders' of an admiral and and an action which had the effect
the State Department
not necessarily reflect the
President deman~ed ~ full report, the the silence
of telling those forcibly detained by
editorial policy of The Lobo, or
indicates
just
how
far
we
have
come.
House
Committee
immediately
Communist power that they should
the policy of ASUNM:, GSA or
convened a Congressionar inquiry, Even young America can not imagine
forget it. That is not an image we
UNM. Bernas may be any length,.
while the American media editorially such a turn. of events happening 15
but may be cut due· to space
want- nor really deserve, U11Iess of
suggested that the government years ago. This nation has
limitations.
course there are more "Simas
through the Coast Guard had been presumably convinced itself that
affairs."
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Terrorist.Claims Respo~sibility /or Laporte's Death
'·,,

Before he was killed, Laporte wept in pain
from cuts inflicted as he tried to escape through a
broken window, and begged his captors .to take
him to a hospital, the statement said.
According to the statement, Simard and the
Rose brothers, with Lortie, kidnapped Laporte
Oct. 10, to help save B:;;itish Trade Commissioner
James R. Cross, whose kidnaping by the FLQ
Oct. 5 plunged Canada into the kidnap crisis.
They felt that Cross, a foreigner, had no
connection with Quebec problems, and should
not be killed, so they kidnaped Laporte to give
the FLQ an alternate hostage to use against the
government, reducing the need to hold Cross,

l\r1EXICO

Simard's statement said.
Cross was released Dec. ;3 when policP and
army troops surrounded the Montreal home
where he was held. His captors agret~d to release
him unharmed in return for safe passage to Cuha.
No direct contact has ever been shown between
the FLQ's "Chenier Finance" cell which claimed
credit for the Laporte kidnap, and the
"Liberation" cell that kidnaped Cross. The FLQ,
as a security precaution, tries to operate through
individual cells, keeping the members ignorant of
the identities of members of other cells.
The Simard statement was read by provincial
police corporal Jacques Gaboury. He said Simard
gave police the statement last Monday, the day
the three men were arrested at an isolated
farmhouse 25 miles south of Montreal, ending
Canada's greatest manhunt. Simard, however,
refused to sign the statement.
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Nixon Will Not Seek New Taxes
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Snow Retort
A clear patch of snow is an open invitation to sprawl o~t ~nd m~ke
a "snow angel" design. Not all encounters with the seasons fust major
snowfall were as pleasant however, as traffic was slowed down
throughout Albuquerque, and UNM students hoped in vain for classes
to be cancelled.
Class attendance yesterday was sparse, as many students were
unable to get back to the University from vacation, or forewent the
long drive to school on icy roads.
Some three inches of snow fell on the city over the _weekei_Jd.
Blizzard conditions prevailed over much of New Mextco, WJth
travelers' warnings issued throughout the state.

rsimas Affair' Damaging

Promises End toNation' s Economic Woes
WASHINGTON (UPI)- President Nixon
promised Monday night to bring the nation
out of its economic woes into a "very good
year" in 1972 and said he will avoid asking
Congress for any new taxes this year.
Nixon said he would pursue an activist
policy, designed to control inflation while
expanding the economy and reducing
unemployment and predicted: "1971, in
essence, will be a good year, and 1972 will
be a very good year."
In an hour-long "conversation" with four
network television reporters from the White
House library, Nixon also:
-said he does not intend to resume
wholesale bombing of strategic targets in
north Vietnam and will confine retaliatory
air strikes to military targets.
-warned the Soviet Union it would
precipitate a crisis in the Caribbean if
Russian nuclear submarines are serviced in or
from Cuba, but added he did not think such
actions would occur.
-declared his greatest achievement after
two years as president has been to start the
United States "on the way out" of the
Vietnam war. He listed campus violence
among his greatest disappointments.
Nixon's statement that he would not seek
new taxes in 1971 was perhaps the biggest
surprise of the program.
There has been widespread speculation
recently that he would ask Congress for a

Business Office Checking
Chicano Studies Account

will

of

On Oct. 17 "at 5:20 p.m., Jacques, Paul and
me, we strangled him. We used the chain of his
religious medal. We are responsible, the three of
us," the statement said.

NE\N

Lobo
Letter
Policy

·-'

MONTREAL (UPI)- Four suspected terrorists
of the Quebec Liberation Front (FLQ) were
declared "criminally responsible" for the killing
of provincial Labor Minister Pierre Laporte
Monday and ordered held for trial.
Judge Jacques Trahan· handed down his
decision against Paul Rose, 27, his brother
Jacques Rose, 23, Francis Simard, 23, and
Bernard Lortie, 19.
Appearing in the final session of the inquest
Monday morning, Simard and the Rose
brothers- the objects of the most intensive
manhunt in Canadian history until they were
captured a week ago- refused to testify,
defiantly shouting, "Long Live the FLQ."
·
But police read into the record a confession
they said was made by Simard, in which he
admitted the three of them killed Laporte after
Lortie had left the hideaway where they held the
labor minister hostage.
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A check is presently being made of the Chicru:o. Stu~ie&
account by the business manager for the UNM adm1mstrat~on
to justify their spending in case of pressure from outside
sources.
Chicano Studies has come under fire in the past for
alleged connections with the Mestizo Center and other
community centers in the Valley area of Albuquerque. ~he
Black Berets, u Chicano group, operate out of the Mestizo
Center.
However ASNM Senator Juan Abeyta pointed out
Chicano St~dies "has no financial contact" with the Berets
or the centers.
"The Mestizo Center has no official contact with Chicano
Studies but it's just that some students from UNM do
volunte~r work down there on their own time," Abeyta
said.
.
.
Richard Griego director of the Ci1icano Studies Center,
stressed that Chic~no Studies is not be.ing investigate~.
.
"It's merely an inquiry for potential flak the Umvers1ty
may get from the outside," he explained. . . .
.
"The concern from the . outside ~om~nun~t~ Is real but
they're off base when it comes ~o us, Gne?o said.
,
Abeyta said, "Evidentally. G.W.. Ear~ckson (busmess .
manager for the administratiOI?-) ~s go~ng thJ·ough the
Chicano Studies account so he Will ki1ow 111 ~ase of ~ state
audit and would be able to defend our spendmg. Ear1cksm:
is just making himself more knowledgeable·.".,
.
President Ferrel Heady said he asked for .mformatwn on
the account "to m~ke sure we~re prepared,If and when :ve
need information With regard to. any group.
Tuesday, January 5, 1971

value-added tax - in effect, a national sales
tax through which levies are imposed on an
article at each stage of its manufacture from
raw material to finished product.
"Looking to the future, we may very well
move into that direction," the President
said. "But this year, I do not think it is
realistic to propose a new tax."
He said he would propose an unbalanced
budget this year- he called it an
"expansionary budget"- and said the
federal reserve would follow an
"expansionary monetary policy" to try to
perk up the economy.
Nixon said unemployment averaged about
4.9 percent last year and although that was
"too high," it was still lower than most
"peacetime years" of the last two decades.
He predicted the jobless rate would begin
to decline sometime later this year and said
inflation is being brought under control
although "the progress has not been as fast
as we would have liked."
Nixon ruled out mandatory wage and
price controls and both wage ai?-d p~ice
guidelines in his plans to control mflatwn
and turn around unemployment in 1972.
He said Congress would have "a very full
plate" to work on with his renewed requests
for welfare reform, an expanded federal state revenue sharing plan and a new
national health insurance program.

Campus Police
Study Death
Of U Resident

\

'

Richal'd Griego

A De Vargas dorm resident, Jerome Kinnebrew of
Grants, allegedly committed suicide Monday evening. Cause of death appears to be a gunshot
wound in the head. Identification of the victim was
released this morning following notification of relatives.
Desk personnel at BCMC
attributed cause of death to
a gunshot wound. The
county coroner
pronounced the victim
dead at the scene about
6:40 p.m. The body was
removed to the county
morgue later in the evening.
Campus and city police
have placed a tight lid on
information about the
incident pending
investigation of what an
unidentified source listed
as possible "complications."

,,

Project Turns Wastes
I Into Usable Products
~

By WILLIAM CLAYTON

WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
pap<•t· is rather rough, and tan in
colot·- not high - quality bond.
But no matiN, it ust•d to bP
garbagt•.
Tlw slwet on which tlw Int<•rior
Dt•partment printed an amJounct•menl n•ct•ntly is tlw symbol of an
age. It is tht' end product of a n•scarch projt•ct to see if wast<•s can
b<> turned into usable papPr and
other products.
If ali goes wl'll, officials say,
within a year or two a city the
size of Madison, Wis., will hP a hi<>
to "re-cycle" nParlv all its solid
wastes iii to reusable' products.
If tomorrow Madison, pPrhaps
the next day, tlw nation.
Charles Kenahan, chiPf of the
Division of Solid Wastes in Interior's Bureau of Mines, talks of
thl.' prospt•cts.
The effort is a joint one by
Interior, the Agriculture D!•partment's Forest SPrvicl' and tlw
Bureau of Solid Wasil' Management of the Dt•partmPnt of
Health, Education and Welfan•.
"We probably will ncwr get
high-quality bond paper from this,
but it is good for just about <'very·
thing," h<• said.
The research is exploring thP
chemistry, cost, mPthods, effi·
ciency, and future promisP of
taking trash, separating it into its
components, and turning each of
them into something usable.
Kenanhan said that papt>r com·
panies for years have used great
quantities of ust>d paper.
"But that is 'clean' papm:, coiIPcted by Scouts and such
groups," hP said. "That can be reII

II

cycled easily. We arP working on
contaminated paper, garbage
pap(•r, which is hardt•r to get
prOCl'SSl'd."
At College Park, Md., the n•s!'arclwrs have set up equipment
using blowPrs to separate tralll1
into "light"_,. papPI' and plasticand "lwitvv" - mt>tal and glass.
Each comp'onent is then processed
and turned ovt•r to somPbody who
can us<' the recyc!Pd ingredients in
u new product..
PapPr bt>comes pulp usable for
new papt'r on cardboard boxes.
Glass can be used in asph;tlt, insulation or bricks.
All of this is on "laboratory
scalP'' right now. But if it worl,s,
thP program will gmw, Kenahan
sa ir!.
"We have at Madison a giant
shredder," lw said. "The matNial
that comes out of thl' shn•ddl'r
ft>1•ds the bloWl'r sysicm." With
the right number of blowt>rs and
tlw right design to th<> system, in a
yPar or two the recycling could
handle enough trash at Madison to
lu•ep up with that city's trash
problem.
Kcnahan said he can envision
tht• day, not too far off, wlwn a
trash truck could drive to the
front door of a recycling plant,
dump the trash, go around back,
and drive off with a load of
usable - product raw materialsglass, paper pulp or metal pellets.
What if other researchers comt•
up with containers that disintegrate afl<•r being discard~>d'!
"That cannot happen soon. At
least, not as fast as we can get a
good procpssing system going,"
Kenahan said.
I I
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THE CL'L'lTRAL PROGRAM C011fl\IITI'EE

Present

tm~5·7gJ:~~M~~ruE1
u~ffl} @lr!@/@lffJJ((I!J($ @{ /;;j/@liffyf?'
-Time Magazine

"!A i~IPl~NOlCH lAUGH fliOl."

-Glover, Associated Press

"!), iiFU!PlliE-!BlAARElllED lEJ\!PllLOSITON ·OIF
COMEDY."
-Chapman, Daily News
SAINTSUBBER
presents

'Tutorirtg Relationship Is Real'

At Art Museum

Drawing Exhibit Opens

Program 'Adjusts' Student Teachers to Role
Over 600 students in the last
two years have taken part in a
broad program at UNM to provide
tu taring for students of the
Albuquerque Public Schools and
UNM
Tl;e program, undt>r the
dirt>ction of Albert Vogel,
chairman of the department of
educational fowtdations includes
tutoring for APS Co~centrated
Employment p{.Jgram (CEP),
Work IncentivE' (WIN), Inst.itute
for A o cia 1 Res<' arch and
D<'Vf >pment (ISRAD) Child
D, ve1upm<•nt (;enters, and th<'
ASUNM Child Carp Centers.
Tlw tutors ar" in Educational
Foundations 29 0, thl' only
professional course a student may
tak p prior to tht> teacher
education program.
VogpJ emphasizes tht•
importanct• of the project to tlw
tutors sinCl', "it gives the students
the opportunity to participate in a
teaching experienc<• long bt•forp
tlwy arc actually required to do
act·Wtl student tl'aching."
,0ne of thl' problems which
t1ftors must overcoml' is thP fear
with which they face their first
assignment. "Soml' of the
studt•nts are apprehensive, even
t••rrified," Vogel said. "After all,
the tutoring relationship is rPal,
not just an abstraction in a
textbook."
VortPI statPd the tutors benefit
doub.ly from the teaching
experh•ncp since they must
prepare for thP subject b1•ing
taught, tlwrcby gaining the extra
lmowll•dgP, and learning to dpal
creatively with diff1•rent learning
difficultiPs.
1\ n ;1 d ditional 500 ~;tudPnts

who are now participating in the
tutoring program are under the
supervision of AI Banks of the
Albuquerque School Volunteer
Pro gram, formerly the
Albuquerque Tutoring Council.
Banks is the community
coordinator between !ht• schools
and the tutors.
The tutors may choose to work
in one of two adult <'ducation
programs, the Child Developm<•nt
Centers or the New Cart•ers
program of thP CEP.
N<>w Careers provides
p a r a p 1· o f e s s i o 11 a I c a r l' e r
opportunities for people drawn
from the ModPI Cities area. ThPy
are employed in govPrnmenirelatPd agencies whil? prPparing
for a ~wo-year asso7mte of arts
dPgree m human serv1ces at UNM.
The tutor and the New Careerist
meet at tlwir own convenience for
two hours wePkly.
T!w tutor may work in one of
t!H• fiv<' Child Dt>vPlopnwnt
C!'nters in the Model Citit>s arPa.
T h P t u to r s h a v e two
fun ctions-thcy help t.hosf~
m <' m b e r s o f t h <' Chi 1 d
D1•wlopmpnt teaching staff who
do not have high school diplomas
prl'pare for their GED's and hPip
those who do havl' diplomas
prl'parl' for college entranC('
l.'xams.
Tlw otllN altPrnativ<' for tht•
('ducational foundations tutor is
toworkwithvt•ryyoungehildt'l'll.
Tlw ASUNM·Child Car<' Center
provides llll' tutor with the
IH'l'lil'd expl'ril'ncP of work!ng
with childrPn whil<> it also
provides quality day car<' for tlw
children of UNJ\1 students and
staff.

UNM Chamber Orchestra
To Present Musical Eras
Music from four periods of
a

of the

UNM
Orchestra. Kurt
FredPrick will conduct.
The pPI'iods to be cover<'d by
the 2H-pi<>ce orchestra an•
baroque, classical, romantic and
contemporary.
The concert will b<' !wid in the
Fine Arts Cl'nl!.'r Recital Hall.
TickPts are available from tht•
UNM departmrnt of music offict•,
277-2126.
Due to limit(•d spac<>, and past
heavv attPndance, tickets should
bP obtainPd as soon as possibl<'.
Openin;l tlw program will llP
"Hollywood Carnival" by Carlos
Surinach.
A native of Barcelona, Spain,
Surinach, ii6, has combined thP
cla~sieal forms of music with Uw
rhythms of Spanish popular mu~ic
in his six-movement Hollywood
Carnival.
Students will dominate the
~Pcond part of the pPrformanct•
which is Concerto for Four
Violins by Antonio Vivaldi.
UNM Studtmt Tony Templeton
will conduct and four UNM

students will play.
McVPPty, Barbara
and
Pattv O'Rourke.
N"ext on the program will be
thrc>e arias of Wolfgang AmadPus
Mozart's "TllP l\1arriaf(E' of
14-.i~aro!'

"The Ma11·iage of I•'igaro" will
hi' the spring production of th<>
UNM Opera 'l'lwat(•r and two of
the principals are featurPd as
soloists in this eoncert.
They are Virginia Bai!Py,
sopnmo, who will sing llw role of
tlw counh•ss, and UNM studpnf.
Hush Tullv. A formc>r Santa Ft•
Op~>ra app;Putic!', }I(' will sing tlw
mil' of thl' Count.
Concluding Uw conc('rt will bl'
P<>ler Tchailwwsky's St•rPnad<• for
Strings, Op. ·11i. Tht• fir~ot
mOVI'm<•nt of thiH Sf'l'I'!Hiad1• is
int<•ndPd to bt• an imitation of
Mo:wrt 's sty!<•. ·
The lon1-wst n•cmcled push of a
normally fixPd objPct is :JOG mill's
in the casP of a wheeled hospital
bed by students of A(•adia
University during the wintN of
1960.

The tutoring program fills thP
objectives allowing tuto~s t?
dt•cid(• whether .or not teachu~g IS
tlu• proper cl?o.Ice of J?rofesswns
whih~ p_n>vidlllg .assistancP to
students m the various pwgrams,
Vogelsaid.

"Paul Feeley: Watercolors and
Drawings" will open next Sunday
at the UNM Art Museum.
The exhibition, which is
touring the United Stutes and
Canada under the auspices of the
Smithsonian Institution, will be at
the museum through Feb. 7.
Currently showing in the lower
gallery is a collection of 16
Cambodian rubbings drawings by
the late New Mexico artist
Andrew Dasburg, and the work of
three UNM candidates for
master's degrees in art. The
exhibitions in the lower gallery
will be shown through January.
The Cambodian rubbings have
been lent to the museum by
Howard B. Hollander of
Albuqul'rque. Rl'produced from
various temples and monuments,
they havl' subjects dealing with
Cambodian mythology.
Dasburg, who painted in Taos,

Appointments
Require Approval
Gov. Bruce King announced aL
a press conferPnce Thursday that

lH• would makt• appointments
whieh need SPnate concurrenct•,
including appointments to
university Board of Regents, in
the fit·st ten days of the legislatiw
session which conven<'H Jan. 19.
King did not namb tht• Lwo
appointnwnts to vacancit•s Oil tlw
UNM Board of RPgents, but in an
earliPr me1>Ling with student
governmt•nt h!adPrs, ht> said onP of
the two would be from
Farmington, and tlw other would
be an AlbuquPrqtw busitwssman
and author. Nt•ws nwdia have
speculated llw appointPPS will be
Calvin Horn of AlbuqtwrquP and
formt>r majority IPacler Austin
Roberts.
Tlw gowrnor Thursday nam<•d
Albuquerqut• busint•ssman and
ranclwt· Alhl'l't Black to succl'Pd
Franlt Hibb<•n to tlw Statt• Otum•
Commission.
FonnPr govt•rnor John
Burroughs, M.D. Johns of Santa
Fe and I•'rank Macaluso of
Farmington WPl'!' nam<•d to tlw
Statt• Board of Finant't'. .Johns
Sl'rvt•d on tlw board pr<'viously
undPr GO\'. Ed Mt>clwm.
King also appointt•d I,ouis H..
Bat•hicha of Albuqm•rqm• a~
dtairman and t'X<'cut.iw din•ctor
of t IH• Em pI oynwnt S<•curity
Commission; C.H. S<'buslian,
foruwr stall' budget din•c!or, as
Stall' Purchasing AgPnt; and
Carlos Jaramillo of Santa FP as
dirPetor of lh<' DPpm·tm<•nt of
Al<~oholie Bl'VPrage Control.
In addition, }](' n•appoint<'d
Ricardo Monto a as I,abor
Commbsion; St.PV<' R<'ynolds as
Slat<' Enginl'er and A.ll.
Rutherford and Charll'S K.
Johnson to tlw Employnwnt
Security Commission.
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Robbins Supports Police Action

Rubbings made of temple
figures portraying Cambodian folk
myths are now on display at the
UNM Art Museum. The artist is
Andrew Dasburg.

Cnmbodian Mythology

Oregon YAF Executives
Oppose Nader Campaign
Only ont• studt•nt group
object<'<! to a t'ampatgn by Ralph
Nacll'r to malw Oregon a model
r or "consumPr prot<•ction"
groups. Tlw I•!x<>cutive Board of
OrPgon Young AmPricans for
Jo'n•Nlom unanimously adoptNI a
r<'wlution opposin;l tlw stltd!•nt
lobby, whkh would ll!' supportt•d
by mandatory fPt's.

g stud<'nls make
voluntary chok<•s about how tl1<•ir
mom•y is to bt• sp<•nt, t•spPcially in
the politieal area. Criticism was
also levell'd at thl' probable
ideologieal bias of OSPIRG. YAF
preclidPd "OSPIRG will lobby for
n•strietiw• laws that will sPriouslv
harm Orc>gon busitwss."
·
Ort•gon Slat(• University YAF
join<'d with the statp organization
in work in!( against OSPIHG. Tlw
OSU chaptt•r dt>balt>d OSPIRG
h•adPrs on the qtwst.ion. Thus far
OSU is thP only colh•gp in the
stat<' hi~her t•ducation systrm
wht•re OSPIRG supporters have
fai!Pd to get a majority of
signatmes on petitions for the
plan. Y AI<' claims many of llw
signaturPs rPsulted from a
high-prpssut"t', blitz eampaign, and
that a S<•cret ballot aftPr debate on
the l'ampuses would not produce
thl' samt• rt•sults.

Said tlw Or<•gon YAF Board,
"Th<• 0!'l'I!Oll S!udt•nt PuhliP
Rt•s£>arch Group (OSPIRG) is
ostt•nsibly dPsign(•d 'to promotl'
tlw Pone!'rn~ of Oregon studPnts.'
The notion is ahsurd. In the first
place, studPnts an• individuals and
do not hold one uniform
opinion .•. "
Most of thP YAF comments
were aimed at the mandatory fl.'P
aspect of the proposal, which
would set up lobbying groups on
campus<'S throughout tlJP state.
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Original Production Directed by
MIKE NICHOLS
Scenic Production by
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Costumes by
Directed by
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Anthropology
Art
Economics
Business Law
Education

History

Political Science
Languages
Literature
Mathematics
Enghtecring
Science

a,nd many others

associated
students bookstore

for 30 days. "I think the officers
were not beyond the bounds
because of the security problem,"
he said, referring to the
assassinations of the Kennedys
and Martin Luther King Jr.

Law Library Move
The Law Library is being
moved to the new Bratton Hall
Law building on the north
campus. Half the library was
moved during the Christmas recess
and the remainder will be moved
during semest('r brrak.
The library will be closed to the
public through Feb. I.

Women Skiers
The women's ski racin" team
will meet Thursday at •1::fo p.m.
at Popejoy Hall ( 1mter at the east
stagp door'). 'l'he group will discuss
practices and the upcoming rae!'
at Winter Park. Any woman

.. ~ ?
Commut~ng~

.Jan. 7·

(Thursday) .t:oo P.M.

at Srhool of' BmirH's'> & .\dminhnati\C' Sdc·n«·~. Room 1:! l
(ll!'Xl to Srhool of I.aw)

TOPIC:S: ;>.;B.\ 11.: hi!lllT Opportunitic•s; ;-.,;l'W Itll<'lll !'togram: Joint J)egn•c· Oppottuniti<·s: .\chnissiotJ pton·dut·c· K·
l <'<] ll j l'('ll]('llls

Then Live at The Co~lege ~rm
where we:

a

MASTERS OF BllSINESS ADMI:"'ISTRATION

''

Municipal ,Judge Harry Robins
recently ruled in favor of city
police in a case involving a man
arrested at the Nixon rally at
Highland High School Oct. :n.
Robins was petitioned to resign
by 293 Albuquerque policemen
early in December because of his
refusals to uphold arrests for
hitchhiking.
l';dwin H. Wei!, ·17, of P.O. Box
8551, was arrested for disorderly
conduct, resisting arrest and
n•fusing to obey a police order at
thl' entrance the President was to
use. He said he tried to get his son
into the rally with a group of high
school students but was told to
leave by a policeman, who pushed
him toward the steps. He yelled,
"Let go my arm, dammit," at the
policeman and then turned to tie
his shoelace, he said. The police
tlwn threw him down the stt>ps,
r.1acl•d and handcuffed him, he
add

dominant concerns of pn•st•nt·day
vanguard art. HP n•duc<•d his
mE>ans to essentials and
concentrated his attention upon
structurally sclf-suJ'ficiPnt paltf'l'ns
of invented fOl'ms thai project a
wealth of feeling, ewn a spnse of
mystery, despite t.lwir simplicity
and directness. Feeley's matun•
work returns to classical ideas of
order and measun•. His is an art of
sanity, joy, peace and ph•asm·p-a
counterweight to what the m·tist,
when referring to romantic and
expressionalist art, called 'jungles
of movempnt and action.' "
F epley's watPrcolors and
drawings encompass the period
from 1927, whPn lw was 17 Y<'ars
old, until his death in 1066. Tlw
exhibition of 7!i watNcolors and
drawings is hasPd on th1•
rptrospectiw exhibition lwld in
the spring ol' 19GB at Bennington
College in V••rmont.
Fe1•ley join1~d the Bennington
CollegP faculty in 19 :m and, with
a short interruption for military
service, romained then• until hi~
death. In 19fl I he began to invitt!
avant-~~arde painters and sculptors
like David Smith and Jackson
Pollock to show their work a~
Bennington. During the 1960's
Feeley did extensive traveling in
Europe and became fascinated
with the quality of natural light of
the Mediterranean countries.
These elements strongly influence
his later work.
·
"It would be hard to exaggerate
the importance of drawing in the
work of Paul Feeley," Baro
believes. "I havp in mind his
intrinsic accomplishments in the
medium and the relation drawing
beat's to his unique devl•lopment
as a painter and sculptor."

AT1"'EN1IC)N ALL
Freshmen. Sophomores. &

'

will be represented by pencil, ink,
Watercolors and pastels. His work
will be displayed in the print
room.
The graduate students whose
work will be shown are Judy Olch
and Frank Ettenberg, both
students of painting, and Mickey
Willins, whose work has been in
sculpture.
The exhibition and
commentary in the Paul Feeley
exhibition catalog were prepared
by the art critic Gem• Baro, who
has organized a show of Feeley's
large works for the Gu ,genheim
Museum, and an extensive exhibit
of smaller works for Bennington
College where both he and Fet>ley
taught befort> the artist's death.
"Paul Feelpy's artistic
development during the last 12
years of his life," Baro states,
"anticipates a numbN· of the

I Cook your meals (choice of entrees, no limit).

2 Clean your room, make your bed, and furnish your linen.
3 Provide parking facilities close to campus.
4 Have a good place to live with reasonable policies and
compei'itive rates

5 Offer lots of freedom and privacy.

COME BY AND LOOK US OVER
30J Ash NE

Phone 243·2881
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Local 'Carousel' Delights
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Anti-War Policies
Spawn Militant Reaction
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Gene Ives, left, as Bill Bigelow,
Bill Hicks as Jigger Craigin and
two of the show's actresses go
over a scene in Carousel, the
ACLOA musical production
performed at Popejoy Hall over
the Christmas break.

-...

He is a friend of Prussian Adolf
Von Thadden, leader of the
German N a tiona! Democratic
Party (NPD), a rightwing party
which challenges any suggestion it
is nco-Nazi. Von Thadden was
presented at the Aktion
Widerstand inaugural ralJy in
Wuerzburg and members of his
NPD party form the backbone of
the new group.
However, Kleist is taking care
not to have Aktion Widerstand
lake on the character of a political
party. If it did assume formal
party status it might run afoul of
Article 21 of the West German
Constitution under which Bonn
Governments have banned
extremist parties of both the left
and right in the past.
Aktion Widerstand leaders also
art' refraining from dE>claring any
formal program of action, except
to announce plans to stage
au to mobile parades in val'ious
West German cities to propagate
their ideas.
Klt•ist and other prime movers
have stated, however, that their
main immediate aim is to mobilize
public opinion in an attempt to
thwart the Brandt government's
,-~l'-~"~~~~~·~,u~r~Jc!l:·c·ry1 ~.;..:::~;__.-~.,;:::::.::::_~!";'~'·~;~1~·.,Q:i,~ ~hieving reconciliation
At the ml'eting, attt>ndPd by with countries cf E•-tern Europe
middle-aged veterans of the Nazi the Na·-.is overran in .. . : :•
era as wt•ll as eager-faced
Direct Tactics
teen-agN·s, Prussi n Dr. Peter
In particular the rightwingers
Kleist, 66 • year- old leader of stmngly oppose the treaties the
Aktion Widerstand, told the Brandt government has signed
cheering audience the main with the Soviet Union and Poland
purpose of the organization was in recent months, treaties which
"to save the fatherland from recognize the permanence of West
communism."
Germany's postwar frontiers and
"It is a question of putting up accepted the loss of vast lands
resistance, using all possible which have been under Polish and
means, to a government whose Soviet administration since the
policy threatens Germany's war.
freedom and peace," Kleist said.
Political observers see the
emergence of Aktion Widerstand
Hitler Employe
as a reflection of recent election
During the Hitler era Kleist was defeats of the NPD in the West
at one time head of the Eastern German states of Hesse and
Department of the German Bavaria. Having failed to grab the
I!'oreign Ministry. Since his home public imagination democratically
in Western Prussia was occupied at the polls, f;he rightwingers now
by Poland at the end of World want to try more direct tactics,
War II he has lived in Bavaria, a the observers say.
traditional home of much
Aktion Widerstand got
rightwing sentiment in Germany. nationwide publicity within a
In the garden of his country week of its inauguration, when
mansion, 30 miles southwest of Ekkehard Wei!, a 24 • year· old
Munich, he exhibits a captured hospital orderly and confessed
Red Army machine pistol hanging Hitler admirer, shot and wounded
from a birch tree, and a a Russian sentry at the Soviet War
home-made model cannon.
Memorial in West Berlin.

----•t••. .- . .

Free to UNM students at Alpha Phi Omega 1s coat

By CHARLES RIDLEY
FRANKFURT, Germany
(UPI)- Chancellor Willy Brandt's
campaign lo convince the West
Germans they must accept World
War II territorial losses as
permanent has spawned militant
reaction almong extreme
rightwingers.
Groups representing a far-out
faction of about 38,000 Germans
haV<' formed a new nrganization
to take opposition to the Bonn
Governm(>nt's policies out onto
the street. Many of the faction's
members openly express
admiration for Adolf Hitler's Nazi
regime.
'l'he new organization flaunts a
three-fingered salull' that is a
combination of the rigid right-arm
Hill<'r salute and the V-ign
favored by youthful protl'st
demonstrators. Some of the youth
organizations represented favor
Nazi-lil(t• oath-taking ceremonies
and marching music. A few affPct
jackboots.
Th£' organization declar(>d itself
in bt•ing Oct. 31 at a 4000 ·strong
rallv in the Bavarian city of
Wu;•rzburg under the name
"_A.!:t!(m m:,,,. ••• "- "' (Opt>ration

Anyone who saw the Christmas
season production of "Carousel"
at Popejoy Hall and wasn't moved
to laughter and nearly to tears
must be a genuine Scrooge.
That's a corny way of putting it,
but the Albuque1·que Civic Light
Opera Association used a
minimum amount of corn in their
very professional production. A
certain touch of schmaltz is
necessary for something like this,
but there were very few moments
when they let you remember it
was a "local" production. The few
flaws were minor and usually not
distracting from a fine show
which obviously delighted the
large audiences.
The company was especially
strong where it counts mostwith the major characters- but it
was the strength of the peripheral
ingredients that brought it all
together into a total performance,
Special effects man Robert
Secrest and his assistants deserve
special praise, particularly for the
scenes that followed Billy's death.
There are a hundred ways the
"heaven" scenes and others
could've been handled that would
have brought it down to the "high
school musical" level, but they
were all well thought out and
executed. Especially effective
were the cloud machines and silk
screen. (Perhaps Secrest was so
occupied with the mammoth
special effects task that he didn't
have a chance to polish his role as
the Heaven Friend- it lacked the
perfection of delivery and serene
presence required of the part. He
played it just a little too
"humanly." Perhaps he only
sufferl'd by comparison with F.F.
Barbone, who was delightful as
the Starkeeper.)
The sets were superb, as fine as
I've l'ver sel'n in a local
production, as were the costumes.
The stage direction certainly was a
major factor in the show's
poI i shed appearance. Thl'
choreography was excellent in
places, but overall not as
consistent as everything elsestill, Vl'ry good. Also somewhat
inconsistent was the dancing, with

some great performers shining
through - notably Susan Parry
and a couple of male dancf.'rs. (In
the final analysis, there werf.' more
talented dances on stage than
mPdiocre ones.) Pan·y played

Louise excellently, but it was the perfect timing. Ii takes a g"r<•ai
dancing role in which she really actor to pui acmss a lin" lik<•
gained attention, Hers was by far "common woman!" and noi
the best dancing of the show, sound ridiculous- he got howls
especially in- the beautifully of laughter with it, scv<•i·al times.
choreographed solo which was
Jean Crandal as Mrs. Mullin was
one of the high points of the the only one who stumbled over
evening. The sound system he1· lines, and her brief
provided the most noticeable appcarances were r.>mbarrassingly
defect, as it vibrated whenever a out of place alongside the
song got a bit loud - thereby generally polished performances
stealing some of the dramatic of the others. Perhaps she's the
effect. Since it was opening night, only one who succumbed to
however, this (and other problems opening night jitters. Frances
of both equipment and Robertson's Nettie Fowler came
performers) may have been on a bit too strong, in the
rectified for the following shows. tradition of most small town
Two veterans of the musicals, but not really to the
Albuquerque stage, Gene Ives and point of being offensive. It would
Virginia Bailey, played the have been quite acceptable if she
romantic leads of Bill Bigelow and weren't the one to sing the
Julie Jordan. Both were perfect moving "You'll Never Walk
for the parts, I ves with his Alone" in Act II- that scene lost
practiced machismo and Bailey as something because . of Nettie's
liltingly feminine and naive as the previous antics,
role calls for. Ives is, of course, a
"Carousel," done right, can be
veteran of so many shows that quite involving. The sniffles heard
·he's practically assured of the lead from a dozen different places in
role if he merely shows up, not the audience were not a result of
because of any special privilege the weather - it was fairly warm
but simply because he's the most at that time- but rathe1· a
talented music;al performer the testament to the show's success,
city has. Bailey held back just a
Charles Andrews
bit too much, and her voice,
though beautiful, was often not
strong enough.
The real show-stealers opening
night were A.V. Wall and Bill
Hicks. Wall's tenor was the best
voice there, and his portrayal of
Sebring ~I Iair
Enoch Snow provided the most
Design for f'dcn
engaging character of the show.
Hicks was absolutely flawless as
the unprincipled Jigger Craigin.
He started a little hesitatingly but
soon threw himself into the part
completely, and wound up being a
thoroughly likable villain. He had
great lines, which he handled with
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Don't Give Up!
'"fh~re

is Still
Time Before fjnals
Individualized instruction offerc•d at Evelyn \Vood ReadingDynamics will permit you to
start reading faster NOW! And
von can use your UNM textbooks for practice in the course!
Schedule your study hours in
the our private practice area
and you could be reading- three
times faster befon' you take
your Erst final.

check room in SUB lobby.

If you would like more information or would like to schedule
a FREE MINI LESSON please
call Ann or Pam at 26!)-6761.

. ..
MATH TUTORING
Evan's Learning Center has
professional math tutors. If you
are having trouble with college
math come sec us.

I

come by and see us at our new location

EVELYN "'TOOD READING DYNAl\1ICS
SATURADY NIGHT, JANUARY 16, 8:30P.M.
CIVIC AUDITORIUM-TICKETS $4 advance, $5 at the door.
A Crystalleil Promotion-KQEO Production
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Cougars Surprise WAC
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BYU's Jim Miller

The two surprise teams of the
WAC conference will meet Friday
in the Arena when the Lobos
meet the Brigham Young Cougm·s.
The Cougars are heading into the
conference season with nn 8-•1
record and · have just come in
second in the Rainbow Classic,
the eight-team to\ll'nament in
Hawaii,
The Cougars lost to the home town Hawaii squad after beating
the favorite, Villanova, in the
semi-finals.
The Cougars were not given
much attention before the season
because the team had an 8-18
record last year and seemed to be
~oncerned only with a rebuilding
season. They had lost three of
their top players via graduationPaul Ruffner, Doug Howard, and
Scott Warner.
The team has had some
problems on the t·oad so far, and
the Lobos will try to continue
that pattern. The Cougars have
" always been hot at home and are
' 5-0 in the friendly confines of
Smith Fieldhouse. But on the
road they have been sporatic both
in offense and defense.
When Coach Sam Watts said
before the season that he was
going to concentrate on
developing his young players, the
rest of the league looked at the
roster and figured he was not
kidding. But the potential power
was given away early when the

team beat the Aggies of New
Mexico State in their first
homestand and nationally ranked
Utah State in their second. Add
the victory over Villanova and the
Cougnrs have telegraphed their
wnrning to the WAC.
'l'lw probable starting lineup for
the Cougars contains a eduple of

occupied by another newcomer to
the BYU varsity, Kresimir Cosic, a
6-10 native of Yugoslavia. Cosic
was on the-.-1969 Olympic team
representing his home country.
An All-Europe player, Cosic was
recruited by the Cougars after his
team beat Russia in the Mexico
City games and went on to second
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIill!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll place in the Olympics. He leads
the Cougars in rebounds and
contribtttes points at a 13 point
average.
Lobo
Rounding out the starters is
Scouting
Phil Tollestrup, a steady and
rugged player who averaged 11.6
Report last year and is doing about the
same so far this season.
The Couga•·s may be without
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll the services of their prominent
pleasant surprises for the BYU coach who has been undergoing
coaches. Steve Kelly, a 6-3 senior medical treatments in Provo.
forward, has doubled his average Watts did not make the trip to
from nine to 18 points this season Hawaii marking the fit·st time in
and stands as the number two 21 years· that he did not handle
scorer on the squad. He tl·ails only Brigham Young basketball first
Bernie Fryer, the other surprise, hand.
who is averaging 20 in his first
Watts is one of the top 20
year of major college action. coaches in the nation and his
Fryer is a junior college transfer record speaks for itself. After the
and has taken control of one two decades with the Cougar
gua1·d position.
varsity, Watts is nearing the 400
The other guard will be Jim win mark and his teams havt>
Miller, a two year veteran, who, netted two NIT victories.
although not shooting too much,
has the number three scoring
position with 14. Miller is a fine
all around player and directs the
team well from his position.
The center spot will be

The bluest blue chip of them all.
Danny Sullivan never made the
baseball team. But because he's
had the right training, you'd be surprised at the number of jobs open
to him.
The nicest part, of course, .is
that another handicapped person is
getting the most out of his life.
However, there's something else
good, too.
Vocational rehabilitation pays.
Every dollar spent to rehabilitate
a person like him-someone with a

physical or mental handicap-will
increase his lifetime earnings by
$35, (Thirty-five taxable dollars

that he earns himself.)
Which is why vocational rehabilitation is good for everybody.
We call our program HURRAH.
Actually, HURRAH stands for "Help
Us Reach & Rehabilitate America's
Handicapped."
When you realize there are five
million handicapped people who
can be helped by vocational rehabilitation, you can see what a big
job is ahead.
If you want to know more about
the job that vocational rehabilitation is doing, and the rich dividends
it pays, write to HURRAH, Box

Three UNM music students will
present recitals in the Fine Arts
Center Recital Hall during the
first week of Januat·y.
Rush Tully's Jan. 5 recital will
include three Italian arias and
other music by Beethoven, Faure
and Vaughn Williams.
Pianist Gail Long will play
Beethoven's Sonata No, 12 and
Bartok's Seven Pieces from
Mikrokosmos for Two Pianos
(with Rita Angel playing the
second piano) for her Jan. 7
recital.
Peter Haag's recital on Jan'. 8
will include three pieces fOl'
vihuela as well as classical guitar
'
must.c.
The recitals will be at 8:15p.m.
There is no admission charge.

Wind Ensemble
Eugene Rousseau, professor of
saxophone at Indiana University,
will be guest soloist Jan. 6, for a
program of con temporary music
by the UNM Wind Ensemble. ·
Directed by William E. Rhoads,
the group will perform at 8:15
p.m. in Popejoy Hall.
Compositions from 1940's, 50's
and 60's will include William
Schuman's George Washington
Bridge, Aaron Copland's An
Outdoor Overture, Warren
Benson's The Solitary Dancer,
Walter S. Hartley's Sinfonia No. 4
for Wind Ensemble, and Norman
Delio Joio's Variants on a
Medieval Tunc.
Tickets for the concert are
$1.50. Student tickets are 50
cents.

'

J''

Mexican Novel

1200, Washington, D.C. 20013.

Help Us Reach & Rehabth!ale (J • •~
Amer•ca's Hand•capperf .. ..
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ICAP Provides Technical Assistance

Recitals

La~

Ask for "Rehabilitation-A Blue
Chip Investment." It's free.
Then if anyone ever asks you if
rehabilitation is worth the cost,
you'll know what we at HURRAH
have found out:
From every angle, a human being is the bluest blue chip investment there is.
HURRAH. The State-Federal Program of Rehabilitation Services.
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A lecture on the sociology of
the Mexican novel will be
presented tonight at 8 in the
International Center.
The lecturer will be George
H uaco, director of graduate
studies in the department of
sociology at the State University
of Nt>w York, Buffalo. Sponsoring
the lecture are the UNM Latin
American Center and the
sociology department.
The lecture is free.

People's Park
The ASUNM People's Park
Committee needs donations of
,_., .... ;. ......... t;l'\11 materials cue
,.,rtts
from studertts 1 atu.t ... _ pQt
1 ••
need of fertilizer, wood and tr£>es.
F•n· iufonuation
1'
__ .._
~-~ .....
specific types of plants needed,
students should call St('V£' Wilkes
at 266·16HG or Larry Klaust•n at
299-SH05. Suggestions for a park
name may also he submitted to
tht• commit! £'e.

Lithographs

The Indian Community Action progress of his project to LeBeau.
Two UNM artists are
Program at UNM has taken on a Then the entire staff meets to
represented in an exhibition
new look in recent months.
discuss the projects and help one
organized by the ~Tamarind
Since September when Dwaine another iron out any difficulties
Lithography Workshop in Los
LeBeau, a Cheyenne River Sioux, that may arise,
Angeles and student prints are
took over as program manager,
ICAP was set up to provide
being shown in Ohio.
more Indians have been employed technical assistance and establish
Prints by Clinton Adams, dean
in the program, an agency of the training programs to all New
of the college of fine arts, and
Institute
for Social Research and Mexico Indians and theColorado
Garo Antreasian, professor of art,
Development.
Presently 10 Utes except the Navajo. The
arc among lithographs executed at
Indians, one Chicano and three Navajo have theil· own community
the workshop by 7 6 artists.
anglos arc employed at ICAP.
action-type program. Varying
The exhibition, "Tamarind: A
The biggest change however, is projects range from community
Renaissance of Lithography," will
the new thrust instituted into the development to program planning
be available from March 1 through
program by LeBeau. The entire to Head Start for the
1972.
program is now more "project pre-schoolers.
28 lithographs completed by
oriented," he said. "Each staff
students at UNM are being shown
LeBeau has brought several
member
works on a project and people into the program to help
in the student ru·t gallery at Miami
follows it through to meet specific goals. Two staff
University, Oxford, Ohio.
completion."
The items include work done
members are concerned with
Formerly, the entire staff program development. They help
from 1965 to the present and·
worked on several different the pueblos institute new
were selected to present a broad
projects
at once. He said the staff programs which hopefully will
history of what has been
members choose the ru·ea they advance their living conditions.
generated in lithography in the
would like to tackle, rather than
UNM department of art.
Mike Perry, an ICAP project
being assigned a project so he or consultant, is currently visiting all
Nine current UNM students arc
represented. They are Mary she is working on the area in the pueblos under the UNM ICAP
Shackford, Cynthia Cm·law, which they are most interested. jurisdiction. He endeavors to elicit
Once a month each ICAP staffer an evaluation by the pueblos of
Robert Arber, Jack Bayse and
Mary Caird, undergraduates; and submits a written repOl't on the ICAP's effectiveness in serving the
Barbara Slavkk, David Milutin,
Evelyn Rosenberg and Ed Vega,
graduate students.
The exhibition was requested
by a former UNM graduate
student now teaching at Miami
University.
A new approach in learning learned in the schools.
Desert Room
how to teach, initiated after a
During the first part of a
The Desert Room in the Union student evaluation of the UNM semester, a student gets an
will be opened on a menu, college of education, shows signs overview of the operation of the
table-waiting basis Jan. 11 instead after its third semester that it is school. He then is assigned a
of Jan. ·1.
contributing to a more realistic variety of tasks, such as tutoring
teacher training program.
and test preparation, or anything
III!I!!IIIII:Umuumiimnmmunnnnmmmmm:mnuu:umnunmuumnm:nul'lumn
The revised program, in the else short of actual teaching.
college's department of secondary Actual practice teaching comes
education, takes prospective during a later semester.
teachers out of two education
The one-to-one tutor - student
III:III:IIIIIIIIIUI:IIIIIIIIllllllll'll:mm:lllllllllilll!lllllllilllllllllllll!ll!llillilllll:llillllll!il:llll classes and puts them, instead, in relationship has been found
Albuquerque high schools.
valuable by the college students,
Tuesday, Jan. 5
George Hirshfield, associate as has the opportunity to screen
Alu1nni Assn. Executive Cmnmittee:
professor in the department, says what they have learned on the
Union, room 230: noon
no formal evaluation of the campus through actual public
GSA Budget Finance Committee:
Union, room 230: 3:30p.m.
change has been completed.
school situations.
Audubon Wihllif~ film, "Cactus
"But, in general," Hirshfield
In the high school classroom, a
Empire,." wit.h Edwin Bogusch,
says, "both the schools and student says, "the learning
l~cturer: Popt>joy Hall: 7:30 p.m.;
$1.50, adults, $1, students
students are satisfied with it."
experiences were beneficial
Sociology d~pt.: Union, room
The
two
old
courses,
because they complemented
231-E; 7:ao v~m.
Foundations of Secondary reading in tlte abstract."
Moun tainecring Club, complete
Education, and Methods and
plans for tht> semester break trip;
A danger of the new approach,
Union, romn 250 D-E; 7:30p.m.
Materials of Secondary Education, Hirshfield says, is that more
have been replaced by six hours a idealistic and intelligent students
\V~dn(l'sday, Jan. H
week in a school and three hours a may be exposed to cynicism in
UNI\1 Wind Ensemble, program of
contemporary musi<': Popdoy Hall:
week in a seminar on the campus the schools too quickly and may
8:15p.m.
which is used to solidify what is decide not to be teachers.
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BLOOD PLASMA !>ONORLI:NII:K
1307 Control N F..
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Tues.-Sot. H-5

TWO LOCATIONS:
518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
616 CENlRAL S.E.
255-0892

(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Years Old
Proof of Age Required

EROS
ADULT THEATRE
518

rfi9h Speed XEROX COPIES-uc-.
...

~
~
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other locattons '" ........: -

free
• ·

National Building & 120 Madeira NE

Ph. 243-0033

Store New Open. Adult Books,
Magazines, 8mm Film
Open 7 am to Midnite
Quarter Arcad.,.
Admi55ion $4.00 (Movie)

:

imit

Central S.W.

Movie Continuous-Lobby Book
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

~·~·AAAAAA~~~~A~AAAA.AAAAAAAAAAAAAA~

RATES: 7e per word, 20 word minimum ( $1.40 J ver time run. 1£ &d Is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rntc is reduced to Gc
per word and the minimum numhN· of
words to 10.
TERMS: Parment muat be made In
lull prior to insertion of advertisement.
WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
205, afternoons preferably or mail.

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

Clnsaffiod Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

1)

5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be mode in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:

3)

1. Persona Is

2. Lost & Found •

5. For Sale

6. Employment

· · 3 Services

PERSONALS

CANNED HEAT is coming! On tho anme
pror:trtm CROW. Both nt Albuquerque
Civic January 16. Tfekels $4 in advance,
$0 nt door. Available nt ReidHn~'f1• MinH!·
di, K & B Music, Cristy Re<:ords.l/~
.
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must be
In by a p.m. to run the following_ do~

4. For Rent

SEHVICES

OPEN-~PARKING

LOT nt Yale & Gold
sg, Plent" of spnce. 25c per day or $4.16
Per month. Jo'or monthly permit call 296'lfil. 2.· ~

7. Miscellaneous

5)

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING _ _ __

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

FORSALE

HARRIS TWBED SPORT COATS-·$30.00
each. Brand New Arrivals from :t<;nglnnd.
At'i.o, I<'nbttlous Gifts l~'rom Far Away
Places. Freed Company 107-lst. North•
we~t, Alhuq.!!cr~ul.'. 2/15
US~;o TV's. $9.95. Color and Black/White.
All r<J>nir guaranteed. 2413 4th N.W.

2/17

~'!VE 1971 COMPONENT SETS, 160 watt.

with profcssionnl series. Garrard changer
with cueing device and nntisknte control.
Twelve speaker air t:us]'lension system.
Al\1/!•'11! multiplex radio with srrntch and
rumble filters. United Freight Sale", 3920
San Mateo NE. 9-9 Mon.-Sat. Until G on

ltcv. Donald{', Cumpbcll, C.S.!•,
Vocation Dircclor

_s_u_~nd_n_Y_·}~2.~----------~---

SI,JGltTLY SCRATCHED 1971 Zigzag
Sewing •Mnrhine to be sold on fir~t come,
fir<t served basis. $34.00 onch. UNITED
FREIGHT SALES, 3920 San Mateo NE.
U-9 Mon.-Snt. Until 5 on Sundny .. 12/10

'Paulist

Pather;G

ENCLOSED $ • - - - -

Room 113
415 West 59th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019

PLACED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

6)

EMPLOYMENT

Tr:J,.:I'HONI-ms !or charity rlriv.,.-lon~
hair ol<ay-good money-266-11~4.

7)
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Guitarist
Abraham Spector, a young
guitarist from El Paso, will play
Jan. 14 at 8:15 p.m. in the Fine
Arts Recital Hall.
The performance is the second
in a scholarship series sponsored
by the Guitar Foundation. Funds
from tickets, which are $1.50 for
adults and $1 for students, will go
to the music department library
and scholarship fund.
Spector has studied guitar in El
Paso and Mexico City and
attended a guitar seminar at UNM
last year.

CLA§§IFKED
ADVER'"fK§liNG

Paulists calls
it Hhome"...
Whether the Paulist works
in a ghetto, a college campus,
a city parish or a remote
corner of the United States,
he is serving.
The Paulist is ministering
with words, deeds and sacrament ... and zealous care to
the needs of God's People
everywhere. He is meeting
today's problems with thoughts
of those that will arise
tomorow.
That is the Pauli~t way. It
isn't easy but the worthwhile
things of life seldom arc.
If /Ott arc in !crested in
lcarnmg more about the Paulist
priesthood, write to:

Indians' needs.
Four steps an> usually involvPd
in completion of a pi'Oject:
-Pueblo leadPrs indicai<'
pmgrams o•· assistance neecl<'d;
-!CAP provides the
expertise necPssary to
implement the project and
obtain junds;
-Funding is received; and,
-ICAP providP.s persons to
help initiat{' training for the
pmject.
The types of training programs
vary. ICAP provides fiscal training
in such areas as accounting for the
tribal government bookkeeping,
for instance. LeBeau says they
also hope to start a secretarial
training program. He personally
advises the Indian Law Program,
and has advised the Native
American Studies Program.
LeBeau had experience in other
ICAP programs before coming to
UNM where he attended law
school fOl' one year. He was the
Sioux Band I CAP director, and
also worked in the South
Dakota-headquartered ICAP
program. Most recently he worked
in Washington as an analyst
His main concern, says LeBeau,
is to "develop programs" which
will improve the Indians' way of
life.

Training Program Applies
New Learning Approach

One ot·our

Home is where the heart is.
Home is also wherever a
Paulist is needed.

UN M Indian Program Improves

r-campus Briefs

'l'uesday, .January

a, 1971

MISCELLANEOUS

Don't llli" CANN>;D lU:AT, .Jan. 16, Civic
Auditorium, tirketq nt Mirnndi, and
otlwr:;. 1 !,R
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If' T!t.c
Slloe Fits
By DAVE BRANDS
Last month, the Lobo Boosters
Club awarded around $2000 worth
of gift certificates which included a
$1000 certificate to head football
Coach Rudy Feldman, a $500
certificate to Feldman's wife, and
$100 certificates to each of the seven
assistant grid coaches. The gifts,
evidently, were given in appreciation
for the 7-3 WAC runner-up team the
coaches produced this year. It would
be interesting to see if coaches Rusty
Mitchell, Ron Jacobson and John
Mechem (gymnastics, wrestling and
swimming, respectively), will get
some goodies from the benevolent
boosters if their teams do as well as
Feldman's. After all, if Rudy's wife
can get a $500 gift, the "minor"
sport coaches should be given a piece
of the booty, if not only a couple of
personalized "Let's Go Lobos"
license plates.

majority leader, "Do you think you
can find me an extension cord in this
place?''

****

The Los Angeles Times of
Christmas Eve showed the spirit and
wonders of the holiday season
but. . . The banner headline read,
"Nixon Acts on Polluted Water."
Well, no body's perfect,

****

Is nothing sacred? No! Not even
(sob, sob) New York's Conservative
Pady. Senate winner James L.
Buckley of New York got more than
$400,000 in campaign cash from
false-front committees set up in

Washington, D.C. to conceal the
identity of the donors.
On a single day a quarter-million
dollars swelled the Conservative
candidate's campaign coffers from
such committees as "Scientists for
Sensible Solutions to Pollution" and
"League of Middle American
Women." Some committee names
really ran the gamut of imagination:
''Town Meeting Preservation
Society," "Committee to Keep a
Cop on the Beat," "Students for a
Stable Society," "Citizens for
Citizen's Government" and
"Neighbors for Neighborhood
Schools."

Buckley voluntarily filed a report
disclosing the donations with the
U.S. Senate.
A loophole in the law discounts
campaign committees in the nation's
capitol from reporting where they
get money and how they spend it.
Thus, the "D.C. committees" have
become. "pipelines" for donors
wishing to remain anonymous.
David R. Jones, Buckley's
campaign manager, said the
Washington committees were set up
to hide the names of donors and
"that's the only reason." About the
names, Jones grinned "We made a
game out of it."

Angela Declares Herself 'Innocent of All Charges'

By DONALD B. TllACKREY
SAN RAFAEL, Calif. (UPI)Black militant Angela Davis
charged Tuesday she was the
victim of "a political frameup"
and declat·ed herself innocent of
the murder of a judge killed with
three others in a courtroom
shootout.
Davis, who raised her clenched
fist in a power salute as she
entered a heavily - guarded
courtroom for her arraignment,
said she was "innocent of all
charges" but did not formally
enter a plea.
.
Superior Court Judge Joseph G.
Wilson said she and Ruche]]
Magee, 31, a San Quentin prison
inmate chained in his chair during
the hearing, would probably
return to court in early March to
enter formal pleas to charges of
murder, kidnaping and
conspiracy.
"I declare before the court and
the public that I am innocent of
all charges," Davis said when
allowed to speak by the judge, "I
stand., before this court on a
political frameup,"

'W1mt Else Is New? Mercury Poisoning-Why Do You Ask?'

* ***

About 300 persons marched
around a knoll across a street,
chanting "Free Angela," while
200 others filled a corridor
outside the court.
In her speech, Davis contended
the charges against her were
political and therefore it was
necessary for her to help represent
herself if she were to receive a fair
trial.
She was interrupted by
prosecutor Albert W, Harris Jr.,
who objected to her remarks, and
by the judge, who told her: "The

courtroom is no place for a
speech."
Harris argued that Davis could
either act as her own lawyer or
have the five attorneys represent
her, but not both.
Her lawyers were Allan
Brotsky, Margaret Burnham,
Dennis J. Roberts, Howard Moore
Jr. and Michael Tigar. Brotsky is a
colleague of Black Panther
attorney Charles Garry. Burnham
represented Davis during her
attempts to avoid extradition
from New York, where she was
captured two months after the
shootout. Moore is an Atlanta
attorney who has represented
Stokely Carmichael, H. Rap
Brown and Julian Bond. Roberts
was one of the attorneys at the
"Chicago Seven" conspiracy trial.
Tigar was one of the attorneys in
the recent "Seattle Seven"
conspiracy trial.
In an interview in the Jan. 1
edition of the Black Muslim
publication "Muhammed Speaks,"
Davis accused the FBI of "setting
me up" to be legally murdered.
Davis, who was arrested in a

New York mot<'l, was asl(ed by
Joe Walker, New York editor of
"Muhammad Speaks," how she
felt when she learned she was on
the FBI's 10 most wanted Jist.
"I expected the Nixon - Reagan
clique to resort to any measure i,o
suppress their critics," the
publication quoted her. "They are
using all means in their power to
eliminate revolutionary activity in
this country."
"The FBI is rapidly becoming a
force similar to the death squad in
Brazil used to repress Brazilian
freedom fighters," sh<! said. "By
placing me on the 10 most wanted
list, by characterizing me as a
dangerou~, hardened crimind'l,
they were setting me up either to
be killed on the spot or to be
legally murdered by Reagan's
running dogs."
Walker quoted Davis as saying
"hardly a day passed last year
when I didn't receive a death
threat in some form or anothet·."
She said she fled because "I was
convinced that there was little
likelihood that I would get justice
in California."

MEXICO
Black Berets Walk Out
Of Commission Meeting

r'
i

,~ ~'
I

,,

guns used during the escape bid,
in which a judge, prosecutor and
several jurors were kidnaped.
Under California law, an
accomplice can be charged with
murder and f11ces the death
penalty, Magee was one of three
convicts trying to flee.
Except for Magee's attempts to
complain about his lawyer and
murmurs of "1·ight on . . . free
Angela" as Davis made her
clenched fist gesture and as she
spoke, there were no disruptions.

NEW

Some make it and some try and
try and try ...
Fabian Chavez rejoined the
KOAT-TV news staff after his
unsuccessful bid for the District 1
U.S. Congressional seat. Chavez was
in Santa Fe with Roger Beimer,
KOAT political editor, readying for
Bruce King's last press conference
before the inauguration. Before the
conference Beimer was setting up the
camera and lighting equipment in a
room in the Capitol building when
he ran into a problem. Said Beimer
to Chavez, a former state Senate
By DAVID SANFORD
Reprinted from the Rutgers Targum
If the ecology movement of 1970
follows the course of other popular
crusades of the past decade - for
civil rights and against war - it will
end without fully achieving its
objectives. Attention spans are short;
the obstacles are formidable, and the
real zealots are without real power to
· effect basic change.
The movement to "conserve what
we have" and to "repair the damage
already done" (President Nixon's
phrases) requires radical changes that
neither the president, Congress nor
the principal polluters in industry
will stand for. It has little to do with
using returnable glass bottles and
anti-litter campaigns, and nothing to
do with the standard political
rhetoric of ecology.
James Ridgeway's book, "The
Politics of Ecology," published by
E.P. Dutton and Co., refers to the
movement that blossomed on Earth
Day in the past tense: Once the
hysteria of the movement had
passed, the politics of ecology
seemed altogether dull, complicated
and in the end paralyzing, bestowing
on the participants a special sense of
futility and alienation. It was an
issue which told us only that we are
all victims and that nothing changes.
While Ridgeway's obituary may be
more of a prediction than it is
history, there's a lot of evidence to
bear it out.
The basic technology to treat
sewage and clean up water was
developed in the 19th century but
has never been used on a wide scale.
The sewage treatment plants that
now exist and those which will be
built (in insufficient number and
with insufficient money) work well
enough for human waste, but don't
work well for the increasing tonnage
of chemical industrial waste. Much
of the money spent on these
systems, when money is available,
goes not into facilities but into the
pocket of construction companies

The judge permitted her to talk
briefly in support of a motion
that she be allowed to act as
co-counsel with her five attorneys.
Wilson took the request under
submission and gave the defense
attorneys until Feb. 5 to file
briefs supporting it and other
motions. He gave the prosecution
until Feb, 22, Wilson said he
would seek to have a judge from
outside the county appointed to
handle the case before then.
Magee, who was chained to his
chair because of violent behavior
at previous proceedings, was
finally removed physically from
the courtroom while making a
rambling speech saying that he
would not cooperate with his
, court - appointed attorney.
' About 60 supporters of Davis including her father, brother and
sister- and 40 newsmen jammed
the courtwom at Marin County
Hall of Justice, where Judge
Harold Haley, two convicts and
their accomplice in an escape
attempt were shot to death last
Aug. 7.
Davis allegedly purchased the

Ecology

•

Ill

and consulting engineers who ask for
and receive excessive profits for their
work.
Standard setting for air and water
pollution is more often than not
done in secret meetings closed to the
public on the grounds that
discussions involve "trade secrets" of
the offending corporations.
Compliance with standards set in
accordance with industry wishes
often is voluntary; that is, there's no
compliance. Companies with

Past Tenses
subsidiaries producing devices to
control pollution are themselves
among the principle polluters.
Only if there is money to be made
from pollution abatement, or if the
public can be made to pay the costs,
will corporations buy stock in the
crusade.
Nearly all the haggling that goes
on in writing and enforcing
anti-pollution legislation deals With
the economics of ecology. Therefore,

Fighting Water Pollution

intelligent evaluation of measures
proposed to limit pollution requires
the constant reiteration of the
question: Will it work, who will pay
for it, and is the bill sent to the right
address.
About 85 percent of U.S.
communities charge a fee for use ·of
sewers. Half of these charge
additionally for handling industrial
wastes. But in the northeast, where
industry proliferates, industrial user
charges are rare. In Boston industry
and individual residents pay the same
rates based on water use. Many
industrial waste chemicals bolix up
sewage systems with industrial
indigestion. Corporation's output of
filth is four times that of individuals.
And the general public pays a
disproportionate share of the bill.
Who's attitude will have to
change? Effective pollution control
legislation~ the kind we don't
have - would tell big businessmen
that if they make a mess they'll have
to clean it up, at their own expense.
Making corporations liable for
their own acts is exceedingly
difficult. After the Santa Barbara oil
spill, the House and Senate passed
liability amendments to the
pollution laws, stiff ones it is said.
But while the law now requires
polluters to clean up oil spills it does
not make them responsible to
communities, businesses or
individuals injured by the spills.
Ridgeway's book has the
advantage of recommending
solutions. The author would have the
government take on injunctive
powers to force pollution abatement
or close down pollution companies.
He'd regulate prices so businesses
could not pass costs onto consumers,
and he'd pay for the clean up with
industrial profits.
Ridgeway, of course, would be the
last person to think that Nixon,
Congress and the clean-water prize
winners in industry would take him
up on his visionary solutions. That's
his past-tenses ecology.
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Although several
representatives objected to the
board on the grounds such
organizations were ineffectual,
John Goldsmith, representative
for the New Breed said, "We
should all study the proposal and
take action on its specifics at the
next meeting on Jan. 21.
"The black community might
be interested in some proposal
more specific than the broad goals
outlined in Reyes' presentation.
We can go on until the 21st. Wt~
don't want a papet· organization
and any human relations board
should have some means of
enforcement not just an advisory
capacity.
City Commissioner Charles
Barnhart told the blacks, "Any
board created by ordinance must
by I aw serve in an advisory
capacity. It cannot be an
enforcement agency but, it could
bring abuses to the attention of
the City Commission."
During discussion of Reyes'
human rights board proposal the
Black Berets sat quietly but after
feasibility of creating such a board
had been discussed Moore said,
before leaving with his followers,
"We won't attend any more of
these meetings."

Survey Examines AS Bookstore Operation

II "
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recreation and police community relations, came from
black and Chicano spokesmen.

Book Prices Continue Steady Climb
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Representatives of the activist
Chicano group Black Berets, last
night walked out of a meeting
between city commissioners and
members of minority groups to
c-~·~,··.----::),1 1\ discuss community problems.
Richard Moore, Black Beret
J;frr-:=-~~:; spokesman, said, "We came
.. ~ =--~,:{
thinking specific issues like the
suspension of two police officers
~;;::.;;;;;~;~="'> Hid _review of laws on abusive
~~~~~~~~~~
language, disorderly conduct,
resisting arrest, obscene gestures
and drunk driving charges would
be discussed."
Moore alleg<'d ml'mbers of his
organization had bl'('ll subjected
to discrimination by C<'rtain police
offic<'rs and said, "We wanted a
dirt>ctive from City Manager
Richard Wilson on police
han-assment but we didn't get it.
A militant becomes a militant
after attending meetings like
this."
The Berets left after an hour
and a half debate on a proposal
submitted by city commissioner
G.P. Reyes. Moore said,
"Although Reyes claimed the
proposal to create a community
commission on human rights came
Photo by Sue Major
out of a meeting with the Berets
the previous day, it did not."
A survey released bye the ASUNM Statistical Research Committee
Much criticism of the proposal
concluded that although the Associated Students Bookstore
creating the board of citizens to
management tries to curb book prices through purchase of paper ·
advise the City Commission on
bound books, these attempts are overshadowed by the continued
community problems such as
rise in prices.
housing, discrimination,

A survey of the policies of the
Associated Students Bookstore
indicated "there has been and
continues to be a steady increase
in the price of books."
The survey, conducted by the
ASUNM Statistical ResC'arch
Committee, noted the bookstore
i.1 the Union serves as "the main
supplier of books fot• the students
at UNM and in many cases the
only supplier.''
The focus of the study was to
determine whether a pattcl'll
exists in pr.icc increases. The
committee also attempted to
determine to what extent the
bookstore takes advantage of
di~counts in purchasing books, as
well as bookstore policies
concerning purchasing and
reselling of books, rnark·up . of
books and gctlcral operntmg
procedures and costs.
"There is some indication it1
certain cases the bookstore
management attempted to curb
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the rise in prices by purchasing years. The price of the 28 books
paper-bound instead of rose an average of 34.9 pet·cent
cloth-bound books. However, this between 68·69 and an additional
is grossly overshadowed by the
9.46 percent between 69·70.
continued, and in some cases
Between 68-69 the price of 93
drastic, rise in prices.
books remained the same. The
"It is also quite apparent the
price of 67 rose on the average of
price increase could be greatly 26.7 percent and the price of 11
curbed if there were more paper · dropped on the average of 37.6
bound books purchased, let alone percent,
effecting chmiges in mark-up
Between 69-70 the price of 96
practices and making those hooks remained the same. The
discounts which the bookstore price of 68 rose on the average of
takes adva11Lagc of available to the 21.98 percent and the price of
students," tlw report concluded. seven dropped on the average of
The study was conducted
36.6 percent.
through bookstore catalogs for
Price increases for individual
the 1968·69, 1969-70 and books ranged from two percent to
1970-71 academic yeat·s. The 689 percent between 68·69 and
catalogs contained only prices for from two percent to 203 percent
books which Wet·e in use and are between 69-70, the survey
still being used in UNM courses. showed.
The committee found 171 books
Price decreases were attributed
which· were used all three by the survey mainly to "the
academic yem·s.
change from cloth - bound to
Oi' the 171 books only 28 rose papet•- bound books."
in price h1 all three academic
A.O. Jackson, bookstore

manager, told committee
members that in general there is a
20 to 40 percent mark-up on all
books.
The committee also attempted
to determine to what extent the
bookstore management takes
ad vantage of discounts in
purchasing books from publishers.
Based on a pa1'tial list of 10
publishers, the survey cone] uded
the bookstore is offered and takes
advantage of an average 26.3
percent discount in purchasing
books. Discounts fol' individual
books range from 20 percent to
42 percent.
"We thought about using this
repot·t to do groundwot·k for a
possible cooperative bookstore. Is
there any advantage to setting one ·
up or can other arrangements be
made with the bookstore?"
explained Ed Benavidez,
coordinator of the Statistical
Research Committee.
Benavidez said the committee

also estimated book expenditures
per semester based on actual
schedules given to them by
students or schedules devised
from courses recommended in the
catalog. The committee assumed
an average schedule of 15 hours,
Benavidez said.
Based on these sample
schedules, the committee found a
freshman in Arts and Sciences
would expect to pay at least
$78.85 per semester; a sophomore
$69.35 per semester; a junior
about $45 per semester; and a
senior about $48 per semester.
The committee also surveyed
operating costs of the bookstore,
which pays no rent for the space
in the Union. The bookstore
employs 19 fulltime persons and
12 parttime students. However,
the commtttee was not able to
obtain figures on how much the
bookstol'e spends per month in
salal'ies.

